
 
 

 
 

 

 

=Press release= 

Aviation Glass makes it possible for large groups to fly in a 
post-Covid-19 world 
Voorthuizen, June 4, 2020 – To limit the far-reaching consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic 
for the aviation industry, the Dutch company Aviation Glass - one of the world’s leading 
players in the field of aviation innovation – has developed specialized glass screens that can 
be fitted onto the existing commercial aircrafts so passengers and crew can fly safely. 

The post-Covid-19 world demands a new way of thinking and innovative solutions for a society 
in which social distancing has become the standard. Many sectors will require specialized 
solutions, including the airline industry. With its product AeroGlass, the Dutch company 
Aviation Glass has developed a special tempered and laminated glass that can be used for 
screens, fitted between seats, that meet the stringent requirements imposed in the aviation 
industry as well as pass the safety regulations of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). 

Flying without jeopardizing passenger health 
Jaap Wiersema, Managing Director of Aviation Glass: “When the Covid-19 pandemic swept 
across the world in March this year, we had already been discussing the application 
possibilities, including aircraft windows, of our product AeroGlass with several airlines and 
aerospace OEMs. When the consequences of the corona crisis for the airline industry became 
clear, various parties in the industry asked us to help them come up with ideas that would 
allow them to fly without jeopardizing the health of passengers and crew. 

The obvious solutions have drawbacks. First of all, if half of all the seats are left unoccupied 
the price of a plane ticket will skyrocket. For many airlines this could means bankruptcy. 
Furthermore, the polycarbonate screens that are currently used in public transport and stores, 
for instance, are vulnerable, relatively heavy, and flammable. Wiersema: “Each and every 
component in an aircraft must meet strict safety requirements and must be certified by EASA 
and other aviation authorities. The AeroGlassShield we developed is light in weight, scratch-
resistant and fireproof and it meets all requirements for aviation use. It is lighter in weight 
than plexiglass and due to its scratch resistance it is no dirt trap and much easier to clean. The 
AeroGlassShield can be fitted between the seats as a glass screen. This will significantly reduce 
the risk of infection for passengers and crew. Thus, flying in large groups in a post-Covid world 
will once again be possible.  

Approval in the short term 
According to Wiersema, the solution by Aviation Glass got an enthusiastic response from 
airline companies. “Currently, we are in the process of getting this application of AeroGlass 
approved. We are very positive that it will pass in the short term, as we have been supplying 
mirrors, room dividers and ceiling lighting system concepts for private jets and commercial 
aircrafts for years now. We hope to equip the first aircrafts with the AeroGlassShields between 
seats this year and thus contribute to a recovery of civilian aviation.” 
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About Aviation Glass & Technology BV 
Aviation Glass & Technology (AG&T) has been developing certified glass transparencies for interior purposes and 
supplying these to the aviation industry worldwide since 2012. AG&T is specialized in research & development 
and production of glass mirrors, windows, and wall panels. The high-tech production facility in Voorthuizen, the 
Netherlands, produces high-quality glass products for aircraft cabin interiors. Due to the superior optical quality 
of the crystal-clear (99.9% transparent) panels and mirrors, AG&T’s unique AeroGlass portfolio offers passengers 
an ultimate experience. AeroGlass is fireproof, light in weight and ultra-thin (up to 50% thinner and 25% lighter 
than traditional polycarbonate products), but yet very robust as well as scratch an UV resistant. Aviation Glass, 
that expects to finalize the certification for its AeroGlass windows by mid 2021, is owned by Ramphastos 
Investments, the investment company of Marcel Boekhoorn. 

 

Note to editorial staff, not for publication 
For any further information, please contact: 
MI7 Media Intelligence: Mischa van de Woestijne, mischa@mi7.nl of +31-(0)6-2470 4205 
Aviation Glass: Jaap Wiersema | Managing Director, jaap@aviationglass.aero of +31 (0)6 4419 2335 

Appendix: 
Test set-up with AeroGlassShield in the facility of Aviation Glass in Voorthuizen, the Netherlands. 
 
Jaap Wiersema can be reached for further explanation and interviews. The test set-up is available to the media 
so they can see the AeroGlassShield in practice. 
 


